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Executive Summary
This deliverable documents the metamodels used in the ALIGNED project. It describes a set
of Linked Data vocabularies for data intensive system specification based on design intents,
domain models, software and data lifecycles. These models are partitioned in a generic
ALIGNED metamodel, software and data models, and domain-specific metamodels. The
models have been developed in a modular fashion to facilitate reuse of only the applicable
parts of the vocabularies for specific systems. As this is the beginning of the project, we
present the first version of the models as a work in progress and will extend them for the next
iterations of the deliverable in phases 2 and 3 of the project.
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1 Introduction
This document describes the first version of the ALIGNED metamodels for software and data
engineering. There will be two further versions of the models created during the ALIGNED project.
The metamodels are designed to: (1) support semantics-driven software engineering techniques
developed in workpackage 3 by documenting additional system context and constraints for RDFbased data or knowledge models in the form of design intents, software lifecycle specifications and
data lifecycle specifications; (2) support data quality engineering techniques developed in
workpackage 4 by documenting data curation tasks, roles, datasets, workflows and data quality
requirements at each data lifecycle stage in a data intensive system; and (3) support the development
of tools for unified views of software and data engineering processes and software/data test case
interlinking in workpackage 5 by providing a set of enterprise linked data vocabularies describing
software and data engineering activities (tasks), agents (actors) and entities (artefacts).
The metamodels are partitioned into a generic (upper) model for data intensive systems and four
specialised domain-specific models for different classes of data intensive system: enterprise
information processing, e-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities, crowd-sourced public
datasets and enterprise software development. This first version of the ALIGNED metamodel
focuses on a formal specification of the generic (upper) model and presents early results for the
domain-specific models.
The generic metamodel is divided into a set of interlinked vocabularies for describing design intents,
software lifecycles and data lifecycles. Each of these models is based on established standards or
models. For example, the data lifecycle model is based on a formal specification of the Linked Data
lifecycle model [1] previously developed by the FP7 LOD2 project1, defining data lifecycle stages
and activities within each stage. The software lifecycle ontology (SLO) conforms to the ISO/IEC
12207 [2] standard for Systems and software engineering — Software life cycle processes, whereas
the generic domain modelling and design intent ontology (DIO) is based on the principles of
argumentation and IBIS2 (Issue Based Information Systems) [3].
All metamodels are specified as a set of self-documenting Linked Data vocabularies with additional
metadata as per the ALIGNED data management plan [4]. The W3C provenance (PROV) model [5]
is used as a unifying basis across all the ALIGNED metamodels for specifying activities, agents and
entities. This facilitates design goal 3 (unified views based on PROV-based logging records for
software and data engineering) and enables interoperability with standard PROV services such as
metadata repositories based on PROV AQ (access and query) [6]. Full W3C-style documentation for
each metamodel vocabulary described in this deliverable is provided in the appendices and is
available through the ALIGNED website. The machine readable RDF specifications of each
vocabulary and associated metadata are also publicly available through the ALIGNED website as
Linked Data.

1
2

http://stack.lod2.eu/blog/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Issue-Based_Information_System
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Deliverable D2.1, Use Cases and Requirements, provides input to this deliverable by documenting
the four ALIGNED use cases and requirements. Each ALIGNED use case can be mapped onto a
single class of data intensive systems represented by a domain-specific metamodel as follows:
JURION → enterprise information processing, Seshat → e-research in the Social Sciences and
Humanities, DBpedia → crowd-sourced public datasets and PoolParty → enterprise software
development. By analysing the ALIGNED user needs and application scenarios a set of requirements
were defined for the metamodels presented here. The ALIGNED generic metamodel documents the
common concepts across all use cases and application scenarios considered in the ALIGNED project.
The metamodels presented here will be a major input into phase 2 of the ALIGNED project as they
will be consumed and validated by workpackages 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 as follows: WP2 will use this
model to define the ALIGNED methods specification (D2.3) for combined software and data
engineering and it will also revise this document to produce the next version of the metamodels
(D2.2 version 2). WP3 will develop model-driven software engineering techniques that combine the
metamodels with data intensive system data or knowledge domain models to produce system code,
data transformers and workflow specifications. WP4 will produce data quality tools based on the
metamodel system descriptions that enforce system integrity and automate data curation tasks. WP5
will use the metamodel as a common vocabulary for describing software and data engineering tasks
when integrating engineering process monitoring data. Finally WP6 will run validation trials on the
tools produced in WPs 3, 4, and 5 that will produce feedback for the underlying capabilities of the
metamodel and suggest new directions for further metamodel development or revision.
The structure of the rest of the document is as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of the
structure of the ALIGNED metamodels; Chapter 3 explains the generic metamodel in terms of
modelling approach, its elements and how the models can be applied; Chapter 4 describes the
domain-specific models; and Chapter 5 reviews next steps and future work. Finally, the appendices
provide information about the publishing process and the infrastructure as well as full documentation
of the formal models developed to date.

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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2 ALIGNED MetaModel Overview
The foundation of our ALIGNED methodology will be an RDF-based semantic meta-model or
language to describe software and data lifecycles, inter-lifecycle events, design intent and domain
models. This common framework for software and data engineering will enable the following
techniques for managing complexity (1) Model-driven software engineering of data intensive
systems based on Linked Data; (2) Integrating expert-based data-curation workflows into the
software and data quality cycles; and (3). Providing unified views and governance of both software
and data engineering activities when developing data intensive systems;
This common metamodel for software and data engineering describes data intensive systems both at
a system specification level and in terms of the engineering activities, actors and artefacts.

Figure 2.1: The ALIGNED metamodel layers

Figure 2.1 illustrates the ALIGNED metamodels. At the top layer (the generic metamodel) it
documents the common concepts used in data intensive systems as a set of Linked Data vocabularies.
The next ALIGNED layer is covering the domain-specific metamodels that constitute a vocabulary
and constraints for operating in a specific domain. This layer constrains the types of data intensive
systems that can be built in terms of architecture and tools, best practices for data collection and
curation and common data assets (e.g. Linked Data datasets to be consumed by applications in this
domain). ALIGNED will develop four domain-specific metamodels based on each of our use cases:
enterprise information processing (JURION), e-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities
(Seshat), crowd-sourced public datasets (DBpedia) and enterprise software development (PoolParty).
Both the generic metamodel and domain-specific model layers are further specified in the following
sections of this document.
ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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3 Generic Metamodel
As specified in the last section the ALIGNED metamodel is split into two major layers; the upper or
generic layer is described in this section.

3.1 Basic Approach
The ALIGNED generic metamodel is structured as a set of complementary vocabularies that can be
used to document the development and design of a data intensive system throughout its lifecycle. It
extends the W3C PROV Ontology (PROV-O) to define software and data engineering agents,
activities and entities. This facilitates the creation of provenance records describing software and
data engineering.
The constituent vocabularies defined are as follows:
Software Lifecycle Vocabulary (SLO & SIP): This is split into two components - the Software
Lifecycle Ontology (SLO) and the Software Implementation Process Ontology (SIP). SLO defines a
top level ontology for describing lifecycle processes. SIP uses SLO to define the major agents
(project roles, classes of software tools, etc.), activities (lifecycle stages) and entities (models, code,
test cases, etc.) involved in a software engineering project and their relations. SIP is implemented as
a set of RDF modules implementing specific processes in the software development and
implementation lifecycle.
Data Lifecycle Ontology (DLO): Defines the major agents (project roles, classes of software tools,
etc.), activities (lifecycle stages) and entities (schema, datasets, code, test cases, etc.) involved in a
data engineering project and their relations with a special focus on capturing the engineering
lifecycle.
Design Intent Ontology (DIO): Used to document the design decisions about data intensive system
artefacts such as software components or datasets. The purpose of the DIO ontology is to model the
design intent or design rationale while undertaking the design of any artefact. A design intent or
design rationale is an explicit documentation of the reasons behind decisions made when designing a
system or artefact.
Domain Vocabulary: Describes the domain(s) of a data intensive system. It is the specific data
model or knowledge model used within the data intensive system. The SLO, DLO and DIO
vocabularies are used to document additional context or constraints for the domain vocabulary to
support semantics-driven software engineering, data quality engineering, engineering project
governance and tool integration.
In the subsections below some basic details about our specification approach are described. Then we
provide an overview of the structure and contents of each vocabulary. Full documentation of the
vocabularies is provided in the appendices 1-4. See Appendix 6 of this document for details of our
metamodel publishing process and infrastructure.
3.1.1 Namespaces and URIs
Table 3.1 lists the standard prefixes used for each vocabulary. All have been checked for clashes
with prefix.cc.

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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Each prefix has been registered as a persistent URL (PURL) with purl.org or the W3C community
persistent name service. These namespaces will be maintained by TCD servers.
Generic Metamodel Vocabulary Name

Prefix

Data Lifecycle Ontology

dlo

Design Intent Ontology

dio

Domain Vocabulary

This is defined by the specific data intensive
system rather than by the ALIGNED metamodel.

Software Lifecycle Vocabularies

slo, sip

Table 3.1: Generic metamodel namespace declarations

3.1.2 Expressivity of Vocabularies
Since these generic vocabularies are designed to have the widest possible reuse, they only require the
use of RDFS semantics. However full utilisation of the model also requires the use of the W3C
PROV ontology and in line with that specification the OWL2 RL profile is used for advanced
features of the model.
3.1.3 Reference Style for External Terms
The ALIGNED metamodel vocabularies (DIO, SLO, DLO) must reference terms from each other
and from externally defined vocabularies or ontologies. This necessitates an ontology
implementation style decision that ranges from full OWL import statements to free-flowing linked
data with no defined style or structure. For ALIGNED, the consortium has decided to adopt the
MIREOT (Minimum information to reference an external ontology term)3 implementation style
guide. This avoids the practical problems with OWL imports and yet provides some structure around
the reuse of existing resources.
3.1.4 Links with W3C PROV
The basic strategy for the ALIGNED metamodel is to specialise the W3C PROV ontology to
describe software and data engineering activities (processes, tasks), entities (engineering artefacts or
concepts) and agents (roles or software tools). Examples include:
prov:Activity - sub-types defined to describe data or software engineering lifecycle stages
prov:Plan - used to describe engineering workflows
prov:Entity - to describe software or data engineering artefacts - test case, design, test results, etc.
prov:SoftwareAgent - to describe software engineering tools
3

http://obi-ontology.org/page/MIREOT
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prov:Role - for software and data engineering roles
This approach means that PROV acts as a common upper ontology for all of our metamodel
vocabularies and binds them together into a coherent whole. It also facilities the creation of
provenance records describing software and data engineering. The software and data engineering
tools created in ALIGNED workpackages 3, 4 and 5 will generate these PROV records as a way of
logging their activities using enterprise Linked Data. This common representation of the domain will
facilitate tool integration and the creation of unified governance tools for combined software and
data engineering in workpackage 5.

3.2 Metamodel Vocabularies
In this section we provide a brief overview of each metamodel in the generic layer. For full reference
specifications and RDF/OWL representations of the vocabularies please see the appendices of this
document.
3.2.1 Software Lifecycle Ontology (SLO)
The Software Lifecycle Ontology (SLO)4 is the top level ontology for describing a process in the
lifecycle of a Software.
The ontology conforms to the ISO/IEC 12207 standard for Systems and software engineering —
Software life cycle processes. The terminology used in the ontology conforms to ISO/IEC TR
24774:2010(E). All subprocesses will require to import this module. A visual documentation of the
ontology is available at http://www.essepuntato.it/lode/owlapi/http://purl.org/slo/ or appendix 2 of
this document.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the conceptual entities in SLO. The core concept is a SoftwareLifecyleProcess
which can be decomposed into sub-processes, tasks and activities. The SIP ontology (see section
3.2.2) builds on this basic framework to describe standard software engineering processes e.g.
requirements analysis and architectural design.

4

http://purl.org/slo/
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Figure 3.1: The Software Lifecycle Ontology (SLO)

3.2.2 Software Implementation Process Ontology (SIP)
The purpose of the Software Implementation Process Ontology is to provide a set of conceptual
entities to represent standard software engineering processes.
This ontology imports and builds upon the ALIGNED Software Lifecycle Ontology (SLO) as the
basic description of a process. It also utilises concepts defined in the SEON (Software Evolution
ONtologies)5 and the Software Ontology (SWO)6.

5

http://www.se-on.org/
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/swo.owl
ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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The basic concepts of the SIP ontology are illustrated in figure 3.2. It shows the definition of basic
software engineering processes and activities such as requirements analysis, design, implementation,
integration in terms of SLO activities and processes. Full documentation of the ontology is available
in appendix 4 of this document.

Figure 3.2: Core Concepts of the Software Implementation Process (SIP) Ontology

3.2.3 Data Lifecycle
Figure 3.3 shows the main classes of the data lifecycle model. We have used the W3C PROV
ontology, in this example represented by the classes Role, Person, Entity, and Activity. We use the
Process class which is derived from Activity to implement the Linked Data Stack lifecycle stages as
subclasses. This allows us to represent linked open data activities in our data lifecycle metamodel. In
addition we have modelled datasets, data sources and data repositories. For datasets we import the
W3C Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT)7 definition of a dataset as it is a broad definition that goes
beyond representing only RDF-based datasets.

7

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
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Figure 3.3: Generic data lifecycle metamodel

The full documentation and OWL ontology file of the ALIGNED data lifecycle model can be
downloaded from http://www.essepuntato.it/lode/owlapi/https://w3id.org/dlo. The documentation is
also provided in appendix 3 of this document.
3.2.4 Design Intent Ontology (DIO)
The Design Intent Ontology (DIO)8 is a generic ontology that provides the conceptualisation needed
to capture the knowledge generated during various phases of the overall design lifecycle. It provides
definitions for design artefacts such as requirements, designs, design issues, solutions, justifications
and evidence and relationships between them to represent the design process and how these things
lead to design outcomes. It draws upon the paradigms of IBIS (Interactive Intent-Based
Illustration)9, argumentation and design rationale. It is linked to W3C PROV by defining the actors
in the design process as PROV agents and the design artefacts themselves are PROV entities. It
makes few assumptions about the design process used as the definitions of these activities properly
belongs in the software lifecycle and data lifecycle models. Figure 3.4 illustrates the conceptual
entities in DIO and their relationships.
Full ontology documentation is available at http://www.essepuntato.it/lode/owlapi/http://purl.org/dio/
and in appendix 1 of this document.
8
9

http://purl.org/dio/
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~doree/IBIS/thesis.html
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Figure 3.4: The Design Intent Ontology
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3.3 Applying the Metamodel
The ALIGNED metamodel is designed to be applied in each of the ALIGNED workpackages 2-6 as
follows:
WP2: The ALIGNED metamodel helps to formalise the definition of ALIGNED methods for
combined software and data engineering (D2.3). The metamodel can describe both software and data
engineering processes and in subsequent versions will be used to document the inter-process
communication methods. The design intent ontology is a first step in this direction as it defines
common artefacts and relationships for documenting the design of both software and data.
WP3: The ALIGNED metamodel provides a way to document additional system context and
constraints for RDF-based data or knowledge models in the form of design intents, software lifecycle
specifications and data lifecycle specifications. This context information, along with the domain
vocabulary describing the system’s data model will be used as an input to the Semantic Booster tool
(D3.3) to enable model-driven engineering of data intensive systems.
WP4: By providing a means to document data curation tasks, roles, datasets, workflows and data
quality requirements at each data lifecycle stage in a data intensive system the ALIGNED metamodel
will support the development of new data engineering techniques and tools in this workpackage.
When WP3 supplies the Semantic Booster tool based on the metamodel it will be possible to
automatically generate data curation interfaces and workflow specifications.
WP5: The metamodel supports the development of tools for unified views of software and data
engineering processes (D5.2) and software/data test case interlinking (D5.4) by providing a set of
enterprise linked data vocabularies describing software and data engineering activities (tasks), agents
(actors) and entities (artefacts) based on W3C PROV. All tools developed within the ALIGNED
project will generate PROV-based provenance records as a form of logging of their software or data
engineering tasks within the common framework of the metamodel. This will facilitate tool
integration through REST-based access to enterprise Linked Data.
WP6: The ALIGNED domain-specific metamodels will be developed by specialising the generic
metamodel for each of the ALIGNED use cases. This will support the ALIGNED tool deployments
in the use cases and provide evidence for improvements of the metamodel and support refactoring of
common elements in domain-specific models into new releases of the generic metamodel.

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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4 Domain-Specific Metamodels
Each of the four broad classes of data intensive systems considered within ALIGNED will have its
own domain-specific metamodel defined. These will specialise and extend the ALIGNED generic
metamodels to better describe the activities, entities and agents relevant to each domain. For this first
version of the ALIGNED metamodel we provide an informal specification of each domain in terms
of the actors (agents), activities, entities and competency questions relevant to each domain. This is
based on an analysis of the corresponding exemplar systems under study in the ALIGNED use cases.
For example, the JURION ALIGNED use case is our example of a data intensive system for
enterprise information processing. In addition Appendix 5 provides a first version of the RDF-based
vocabulary for the ALIGNED domain-specific metamodel of the E-research in the Social Sciences
and Humanities domain. For the next release of the ALIGNED metamodel, all of these domainspecific metamodels will be represented as RDF vocabularies/ontologies.
4.0.1 Namespaces
Table 4.1 lists the standard prefixes used for each vocabulary. All have been checked for clashes
with prefix.cc. Each prefix has been registered as a persistent URL (PURL) with purl.org or the W3C
community persistent name service. These namespaces will be maintained by TCD servers.
Domain-specific Metamodel Vocabulary Name

Prefix

Enterprise information processing

eip

E-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities

sdo

Crowd-sourced public datasets

pds

Enterprise software development

sdev

Table 4.1: Domain-specific metamodel namespace declarations

4.1 Enterprise information processing (JURION)
In this section we present the initial information gathered to build the domain-specific enterprise
information processing metamodel based on the JURION use case.
As the JURION use case includes the both processes of data (D) and software development (S), the
model information are marked with their respective process type.
The actors identified in JURION are listed in table 4.2. The entities identified in JURION are listed
in table 4.3. The activities are listed in table 4.4 and finally table 4.5 lists some of the features the
model must support in the form of competency questions.
Actor
CMS Expert

Description
Responsible for the technical correctness of process and

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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data
Content Architect

Responsible for the overall process and schemas

D

Legal Domain
Expert

Responsible for ensuring that legal data is correct

D

Legal Editor

Responsible for editing legal information

D

Product Owner

Wants the best possible product

D

Schema Expert

Responsible for executing and documenting schema
changes

D

Software
Developer

Review requirements, suggest possible solutions, estimate
cost of certain features and bugfixing actions and implement
them.

S

Software
Manager

Coordinates all software development teams and projects

S

Software Testers

Perform manual testing, issue and observe automated test
runs

S

Software Analyst

Studies the application domain and defines requirements
based on his experience the software on the one hand, and
the domain and customers on the other hand

S

Customers

Partners and testers

S/D

Table 4.2: JURION Actors

Software or data engineering artefacts:
Entity

Description

Data/Software

Schema Changes

Schema changes are done at regular intervals

D

Test Cases

Data tests

S

Text files

In XML, data in Ontowiki, databases - specific
with constraints

D

Controlled Vocabularies

Several controlled vocabularies are maintained in
PoolParty

D

Data Sources

External data sources

D

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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Testing Suites

Java unit tests, Jenkins, Performance Tests,
Integration Test, Sonarqube

S

Source Code

Git and SVN repositories

S

Server Infrastructure

Servers that support the development process

S/D

Data/Software
Requirements
Documents

Mostly unstructured and free-text description of
new features

S/D

Table 4.3: JURION Entities

Activity

Description

Data/Software

Specify and model data

e.g. definition of base URI, schema mapping,

D

Transform data

Transformation process from XML to RDF
format

D

Integrate/Upload data

Integrate new datasets, entities etc.

D

Maintain data

Enrich, delete, change, curate

D

Link data

Mapping with internal or external sources, link
sources

D

Extract data

Generate test data, configure, test, review, e.g. for
classification purposes

D

Use data

e.g. for visualisations, search etc.

D

Quality analysis of data

Checking for consistency, integrity, etc.

D

Plan Software

Requirements planning, application evolution,
data requirements for the data development team

S

Analyse Software

Requirement validation – requirements changes,
version tracking, schema/data based software
evolution analysis

S

Design Software

Design verification, query design, design
evolution via mapping evaluation

S

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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Implement Software

Code generation & transformation, application
verification

S

Software maintenance

Schema and instance change impact evaluation,
bug classification

S

Publish data

Converting a dataset to a release

S/D

Table 4.4: JURION Activities

For functionalities we have a number of existing models for different kinds of documents.
Depending on the document type, there is different mandatory metadata and additional information.
From the LOD 2 project, there are further functionalities required like, e.g. licensing.
The following questions give an overview of the functionalities we are looking for within the
ALIGNED project.

Competency
Questions

Description

Data
Requirements

● What are mandatory data requirements for specific processes?
● Are data requirements fulfilled for these processes?

Errors

● Where (within the process) did errors occur?
● What kinds of errors/inconsistencies do exist – according to e.g. type as
well as severity?
● How many errors do exist?
● In which datasets do the errors exist?
● Who/what created the error?
● Who/what is responsible for fixing the error?
● Who/what fixed an error?
● When was an error fixed?
● Is the error fixable?
● How long does it take to fix the error?

Dataset

●
●
●
●

Is the dataset open for publishing
What is the latest version of the dataset?
Are relevant data items or properties for usage missing?
Is it possible to change properties/directions of linking/add additional
properties to a whole set of concepts? If yes? When was it done? For
which purpose and by whom?
● Which functionalities make use of specific datasets? Are they harmed by
changes of the data?
ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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Functionality

● Which functionalities use specific schema terms? Are they harmed by
changes?
● What is the degree of usage of datasets? Which ones are heavily used;
which ones hardly at all?
● Where are thematic clusters, which point to an opportunity to further
elaborate the datasets?

Linked Data

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Data Changes

● Mapping/ontology/content editing - when/what/who?
● Why is an internal source not available anymore?
● Is a source outdated and should be deleted? Does this deletion have an
effect on other data, processes, etc.?
● Is there any process to inform about external data changes?

How many links exist in this document/vocabulary?
What kinds of links exist?
To which other vocabularies is a document/vocabulary linked?
Are essential entities missing?
When was the data created? Might it be outdated?
Are links broken? Is the linked source still available?
Has the value of the linked external data source changed? So that a cross
check is necessary for quality guarantee
● Are links updated? e.g. version?

Table 4.5: JURION competency questions

4.2 E-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities (Seshat)
The purpose of the ALIGNED E-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities domain-specific
metamodel is to provide a set of concrete entities, agents, activities, and roles to represent the data
engineering process for this domain. It is based on the Seshat use case within ALIGNED. It
specialises the ALIGNED generic Data Lifecycle Ontology (DLO) and imports the W3C PROV
ontology.
This model adds support for specific external data sources for datasets like wikis, webpages and
academic paper repositories. It adds new entities to represent candidate data for inclusion in a
dataset, reports of historical events and historical interpretations created by domain experts. It
extends the set of data lifecycle processes to include data curation activities such as data collection
and data publishing. Finally new roles are defined for data consumer, processor and producer tools
that help maintain semi-automated data curation pipelines or workflows.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the concepts found in the ontology. A full specification of the model is
available in appendix 5 and online at http://www.essepuntato.it/lode/owlapi/https://w3id.org/sdo.
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Figure 4.1: The ALIGNED domain-specific ontology for E-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities

4.3 Crowd-sourced public datasets (DBpedia)
In this section we present the initial information gathered to build the domain-specific crowd-sourced
public datasets metamodel based on the DBpedia use case.
The actors identified in DBpedia are listed in table 4.6. The entities identified in DBpedia are listed
in table 4.7. The activities are listed in table 4.8 and finally table 4.9 lists some of the features the
model must support in the form of competency questions.
The DBpedia software and data engineering development process involves the following actors:

Actor

Description

Extraction manager

DBpedia team members who run the extraction process for a given DBpedia
release

Extraction Agent

Software agents that perform the extraction such as DBpedia live

Mapping editor

Community members who edit the DBpedia mapping wiki

Ontology Editor

DBpedia foundation members that edit the DBpedia ontology

ALIGNED (H2020 Project 203699)
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Release manager

DBpedia team members that are responsible for the actions leading to a
given release of DBpedia

Developer

DBpedia team members or community who write code for the extraction
framework or tools

User

Users of DBpedia
Table 4.6: DBpedia Actors

We can identify the following entities (i.e., tools and technologies) that support the DBpedia
development workflow:
Entity

Description

Wikipedia

Input source for DBpedia

Extraction Framework

The source code used to extract knowledge from Wikipedia

Server

The physical / virtual server where an extraction agent is running

DBpedia Ontology

Crowdsourced OWL ontology describing DBpedia concepts and properties

Infobox to Ontology
mappings

Crowdsourced mappings between the DBpedia ontology and Wikipedia
infoboxes

Dataset
● static dataset
(dump)
● External dataset
● Live feed

The output that comes after an extraction manager or release manager runs

Tools

Scripts or applications that work on DBpedia data

Issue or support
question

New feature or support requests and bug reports are filed as tickets in the
extraction framework Github issue tracker or reported in the DBpediarelated mailing lists

an extraction agent based on the extraction framework on a Wikipedia
input. The output can be a static dataset, an external dataset (such as links
to other datasets) or the DBpedia Live feed

Table 4.7: DBpedia Entities

Actors and Entities are connected by the following activities:

Activity
Coding

Description
Involves resolution of issues / error reports (i.e., bug fixing,
feature development), but also refactoring. Done by developers,
working on the extraction framework.
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Release
● Pre-processing step
● Extraction
● post-processing step
● Publishing

Releasing a DBpedia dataset is a complex procedure that involves
a lot of pre-processing steps, the actual extraction, additional postprocessing steps and finally the dataset publishing step. This
activity is performed by the release manager using the extraction
framework and DBpedia tools

Maintain dbpedia.org

The act of maintaining the information website of DBpedia

Support (mailing lists or bugs)

Acting on a user support or new feature request or tackling a bug
report
Table 4.8: DBpedia Activities

Furthermore the following competency must be answerable from the final model:

Competency Questions

Description

Mapping editing

Who, when and what a mapping editor is working on as well as aggregate
statistics?

Ontology editing

Who, when and what an ontology editor is working on as well as aggregate
statistics?

Extraction server load

What is the current load of an extraction server?

Processes running

What software agents are running and on which server?

Github integration

Statistics about development and issue queue?

Post-release error reports

Open issues or support requests after a release?
Table 4.9: DBpedia competency questions

4.4 Enterprise software development (PoolParty)
In the following we describe PoolParty’s requirements for the ALIGNED domain-specific
metamodel for enterprise software development.
The actors identified in PoolParty are listed in table 4.10. The entities identified in PoolParty are
listed in table 4.11. The activities are listed in table 4.12 and finally table 4.13 lists some of the
features the model must support in the form of competency questions.
For the software lifecycle and design intent, the development process involves the following actors:

Actor

Description

Project Manager

Responsible for resource planning

Requirements

Specifies requirements for a specific feature in a way that it fits to the
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Editor

application’s design (functional and UI)

Product Owner

Knows the market and customers, identifies new features, (informally)
specifies requirements, continuous and final inspection of new features

Consultant

Knows the customers and their needs, provide support for existing and
training for new customers. May act as Project Managers, Requirements
Editors, and Testers

Developer

Review requirements, suggest possible solutions, estimate cost of certain
features and bugfixing actions and implement them.

Tester

Perform manual testing, issue and observe automated test runs

Customer

Partners, Integrators
Table 4.10: PoolParty Actors

We can identify the following entities (i.e., tools and technologies) that support the PoolParty
development workflow:
Entity

Description

Issue Ticket

New feature requests and bug reports are filed as tickets in Atlassian Jira. They
have assigned, e.g., a creator (a consultant in most cases), an actor responsible
for resolution (a developer in most cases), a cost estimation (in days), and
version information (e.g., which version it occurred) and other metadata like
description, dates, comments. Can be organized in Epics, Stories and Issues.
Each of these may cover a Requirements Document (see below).

Requirements
Documents

Are written using Atlassian Confluence Wiki. Mostly unstructured and freetext description of new features. Are proof-read by product owner and
developers.

Source Code

Git and SVN repositories

Server
Infrastructure

Servers that support the development process, e.g., testing PoolParty or
performing demos, scheduled builds for continuous integration, hosting
developer chat/continuous integration notifications

Testing Suite

Java unit tests, Selenium Web Browser automation tests, API tests, operated
by testers

Communication
Resource

Skype, GotoMeeting, Chat clients, email
Table 4.11: PoolParty Entities
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Actors and Entities are connected by the following activities:

Activity

Description

Resource
planning

Meetings where project managers and product owners decide (based on the
issue ticket cost estimations) what features and bug requests will be scheduled
for a sprint with what priority

Sprint

Certain period of time during which a specified set of issue tickets should be
resolved

Coding

Involves resolution of issue tickets (i.e., bug fixing, feature development) but
also refactoring. Done by developers, creating source code.

Staging

Preparing a release version of the software, i.e. creating installation packages
and installing them at customer server infrastructure

Requirements
writing

The activity of creating requirement documents and issue tickets

Communication
to customers

Informal communication between Consultant and Customer for initiating
requirements writing
Table 4.12: PoolParty Activities

Existing and custom (indicated by prefix swc) SWC ontologies in PoolParty for each type of desired
functionality
Competency Questions
Concept Management

Description
What are the appropriate elements from SKOS, SKOS-XL, or
DCTERMS, or the swc:suggestedConcepts?

Workflows for Collaborative What is the status of a particular concept? Who is responsible for
Thesaurus Editing
a concept? What workflows are associated with a concept?
History

How can we track thesaurus changes (e.g., changeset ontology)?

Corpus Management

What are the statistics for, e.g., term occurrences, blacklisting
terms, swc:corpus

Type Reasoning

How are types used in the system? What is the application of
types to resources? How do types propagate?
Table 4.13: PoolParty competency questions
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5 Next Steps
This deliverable is based on the outputs of D2.1 Use Case and Requirements and D7.2 Data
Management Plan and provides inputs for various demonstrators (D3.1 Seshat Demonstrator, D4.1
JURION Demonstrator, and D5.1 PoolParty Demonstrator) in the first place. It will be iterated on
project months 11 and 24. Versions 2 and 3 will extend the deliverable by providing richer
metamodels and advanced ontologies and describe the metamodels being published by ALIGNED to
support our publications. The ALIGNED project website will act as a centralised hub of metadata for
the project metamodels. The deliverable will be maintained in google docs, where further versions
will be generated as well.
Workpackages 3, 4, and 5 will heavily rely on the ALIGNED metamodel and will produce advanced
work based on the outputs of Workpackage 2.
In Semantics Driven Software Engineering a model catalogue tool integrated with the Eclipse
development environment, a Linked Data model-mapping tool to support the integration of multiple
Linked Data datasets, and a model-driven evolvable software development tool, Semantic Booster,
that consumes specifications described in the ALIGNED metamodel will be created and extended
with the ALIGNED metamodel.
In Data Quality Engineering we will work on an automated, test-driven approach to data intensive
system verification, data integrity enforcement mechanisms based on runtime quality analytics, and
the generation of dataset-specific expert curation interfaces for semi-automated data validation,
interpretation and annotation.
In Processes and Integration we will create methods and tools for integrating software and data
engineering processes, develop methods and tools to interlink enterprise software and data testing,
and develop full lifecycle workflows for combined software and data engineering.
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Appendix 1: Design Intent Ontology (DIO)
Original LODE documentation: Design Intent Ontology Documentation
OWL file: Design Intent Ontology OWL
Data set reference and name:
● Name: Design Intent Ontology dataset
● Metadata URI: http://aligned-project.eu/data/dio_dataid.ttl#dataset
● Homepage: http://purl.org/dio/
● Publisher: University of Oxford
● Maintainer: Monika Solanki
Data set description
● Description: The purpose of the DIO ontology is to model the design intent or design
rationale while undertaking the design of any artefact. A design intent or design rationale is
an explicit documentation of the reasons behind decisions made when designing a system or
artefact.
● Usefulness: DIO is a useful resource for implementing tools that assist in the collaborative
design of artefacts
● Similar data: No known similar datasets found so far.
● Re-use and integration: DIO data can be integrated into other datasets and reused for data
enrichment or mashup purposes.
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up to
date using this metadata.
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
● ODRL license description: http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: DIO is open and free for use.
● Software necessary: DIO needs no additional software to be used. Complementary
visualisations and tools will be provided in the scope of the project.
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Archive: Oxford internal repositories.
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The Design Intent Ontology
IRI:
http://purl.org/dio/
Date:
25062015
Current version:
1.0
Authors:
Monika Solanki (monika.solanki@cs.ox.ac.uk)
Imported Ontologies:
http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/dc/protegedc.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.w3.org/ns/provo20130430 (visualise it with LODE)
Other visualisation:
Ontology source

Table of Content
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Annotation Properties
Namespace Declarations

Introduction
The scope of the ontology is the domain of desgin intent or design rationale that needs to be documented
while undertaking the desgin of any artifact.

Classes
alternative solution Argument assumption constraint Design design decision Design goal
Design Intent Design Intent Artifact Design issue design objective Design problem
Design question evaluation evidence evidence supporting artifact heuristic justification
Mandated solution resolution solution

alternative solutionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/AlternativeSolution
has superclasses
solutionc
is in range of
has alternative solutionop

Argumentc
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Argument
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in domain of
has evidenceop, resolved usingop, was attributed toop
is in range of
has argumentop
An entity representing the argument presented against a potential solution.

back to ToC or Class ToC

assumptionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Assumption
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in domain of
was attributed toop
is in range of
uses asumptionop

constraintc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Constraint
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in range of
has constraintop

Designc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Design
is in domain of
fulfills requirementop
is in range of
governs designop
A design is a specification of an object, manifested by an agent, intended to accomplish goals, in a particular
environment, using a set of components, satisfying a set of requirements, subject to constraints.

design decisionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignDecision
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in domain of
governs designop
is in range of
leads toop

Design goalc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignGoal
is equivalent to
Design issuec
Design problemc
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in range of
intent addressesop
An entity representing the problem, goal, question or issue the design intent aims to address.

Design Intentc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignIntent
is equivalent to
design rationalec
is in domain of
intent addressesop
A entity defining the notion of a design intent, i.e., the rationale underpinning the choices that are made from
the alternatives available during various phases of the overall design lifecycle.

Design Intent Artifactc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignIntentArtifact
has superclasses
(descriptiondp some string) and (versiondp some string) and (generated at time some date time)
has subclasses
Argumentc, Design goalc, Design issuec, Design problemc, Design questionc, assumptionc, constraintc,
design decisionc, evaluationc, evidencec, heuristicc, justificationc, resolutionc, solutionc
is in domain of
fulfills requirementop
An entity representing any artifact that plays a part in capturing the design intent. The minimum ontological
commitment required for this entity is the a brief description of the artifact, the version info and the date.

Design issuec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignIssue
is equivalent to
Design questionc
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in domain of
has alternative solutionop, has mandated solutionop, has statusop
An entity representing the problem, goal, question or issue the design intent aims to address.

design objectivec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignObjective
is equivalent to
design requirementc

Design problemc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignProblem
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
An entity representing the problem, goal, question or issue the design intent aims to address.

Design questionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/DesignQuestion
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
An entity representing the problem, goal, question or issue the design intent aims to address.

evaluationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Evaluation
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc

evidencec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Evidence
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
has subclasses
evidence supporting artifactc
is in domain of
was attributed toop
is in range of
has evidenceop

evidence supporting artifactc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/EvidenceSupportingArtifact
has superclasses
evidencec

heuristicc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Heuristic
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in domain of
was attributed toop
is in range of
uses heuristicop

justificationc
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Justification
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in domain of
has evidenceop, was attributed toop

back to ToC or Class ToC

is in range of
has justificationop, supportsop

Mandated solutionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/MandatedSolution
has superclasses
solutionc
is in domain of
leads toop
is in range of
has mandated solutionop
An entity representing the solution accepted as a result of the design deliberation process.

resolutionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Resolution
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
is in range of
resolved usingop

solutionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Solution
has superclasses
Design Intent Artifactc
has subclasses
Mandated solutionc, alternative solutionc
is in domain of
contradictsop, has argumentop, has constraintop, has justificationop, refinesop, uses asumptionop, uses
heuristicop
is in range of
contradictsop, refinesop

Object Properties
contradicts fulfills requirement governs design has alternative solution has argument
has constraint has evidence has justification has mandated solution has status
intent addresses leads to provides resolution to provides solution to refined into refines
resolved using supports uses asumption uses heuristic was attributed to

contradictsop
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/contradicts
has domain
solutionc
has range
solutionc

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

fulfills requirementop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/fulfillsRequirement
has domain
Designc
Design Intent Artifactc
has range
design requirementc
is inverse of
requirement fulfilled byop

governs designop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/governsDesign
has domain
design decisionc
has range
Designc

has alternative solutionop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasAlternativeSolution
has domain
Design issuec
has range
alternative solutionc

has argumentop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasArgument
has domain
solutionc
has range
Argumentc

has constraintop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasConstraint
has domain
solutionc
has range
constraintc

has evidenceop
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasEvidence
has domain
Argumentc
justificationc
has range

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

evidencec

has justificationop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasJustification
has domain
solutionc
has range
justificationc

has mandated solutionop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasMandatedSolution
has domain
Design issuec
has range
Mandated solutionc
is inverse of
provides solution toop

has statusop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/hasStatus
has domain
Design issuec
has range
statusc

intent addressesop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/intentAddresses
has domain
Design Intentc
has range
Design goalc

leads toop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/leadsTo
has superproperties
top object propertyop
has domain
Mandated solutionc
has range
design decisionc

provides resolution toop
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/providesResolutionTo
is inverse of

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

resolved usingop

provides solution toop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/providesSolutionTo
is inverse of
has mandated solutionop

refined intoop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/refinedInto
has domain
design requirementc
has range
design requirementc

refinesop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/refines
has domain
solutionc
has range
solutionc

resolved usingop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/resolvedUsing
has domain
Argumentc
has range
resolutionc
is inverse of
provides resolution toop

supportsop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/supports
has domain
agentc
has range
justificationc

uses asumptionop
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/usesAsumption
has domain
solutionc
has range
assumptionc

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

uses heuristicop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/usesHeuristic
has domain
solutionc
has range
heuristicc

was attributed toop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#wasAttributedTo
has domain
Argumentc
assumptionc
evidencec
heuristicc
justificationc

Named Individuals
active

on hold

resolved

terminated

activeni

back to ToC or Named Individual ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Active
belongs to
statusc

on holdni

back to ToC or Named Individual ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/OnHold
belongs to
statusc

resolvedni

back to ToC or Named Individual ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Resolved
belongs to
statusc

terminatedni
IRI: http://purl.org/dio/Terminated
belongs to
statusc

Annotation Properties

back to ToC or Named Individual ToC

creator

date

description

language

title

version info

creatorap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator

dateap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/date

descriptionap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/description

languageap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/language

titleap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title

version infoap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#versionInfo

Namespace Declarations

back to ToC

default namespace
http://purl.org/dio/
dc
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
images
http://windermere.aston.ac.uk/~solankm2/ontologies/aligned/images/
ns
http://www.w3.org/ns/
owl
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
prov
http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#
rdf
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#
rdfs
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#
xsd
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

This HTML document was obtained by processing the OWL ontology source code through LODE, Live OWL Documentation Environment, developed by Silvio
Peroni.
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Appendix 2: Software Lifecycle Ontology (SLO)
Original LODE documentation: Software Lifecycle Ontology Documentation
OWL file: Software Lifecycle Ontology OWL
Data set reference and name:
● Name: Software Lifecycle Ontology dataset
● Metadata URI: http://aligned-project.eu/data/slo_dataid.ttl#dataset
● Homepage: http://purl.org/slo/
● Publisher: University of Oxford
● Maintainer: Monika Solanki
Data set description
● Description: The purpose of the Software Lifecycle Ontology is to provide a top level
ontology for describing a process in the lifecycle of a Software. The ontology conforms to the
ISO/IEC 12207 standard for Systems and software engineering — Software life cycle
processes. The terminology used in the ontology conforms to ISO/IEC TR 24774:2010(E).
All subprocesses will require to import this module.
● Usefulness: data
● Similar data: No known similar datasets found so far.
● Re-use and integration: SLO data can be integrated into other datasets and reused for data
enrichment or mashup purposes.
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up to
date using this metadata.
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
● ODRL license description: http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: SLO is open and free for use.
● Software necessary: SLO needs no additional software to be used. Complementary
visualisations and tools will be provided in the scope of the project.
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Archive: Oxford internal repositories.
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The Software Lifecycle Ontology
IRI:
http://purl.org/slo/
Date:
30062015
Current version:
1.0
Authors:
Monika Solanki
Imported Ontologies:
http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/dc/protegedc.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.w3.org/ns/provo# (visualise it with LODE)
Other visualisation:
Ontology source
This vocabulary is licensed under a
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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Introduction
This is the top level ontology for describing a process in the lifecycle of an Software.
The ontology conforms to the ISO/IEC 12207 standard for Systems and software engineering
— Software life cycle processes.
The terminology used in the ontology conforms to ISO/IEC TR 24774:2010(E). All
subprocesses will require to import this module.

Classes
Activity Information Item Process Outcome
Software Lifecycle Process Task

Activityc
IRI: http://purl.org/slo/Activity
has superclasses
action
activity
is in domain of
has taskop
Activities describe a set of actions that might be

Process Output

back to ToC or Class ToC

undertaken to execute the process.
Activities are constructs for grouping together related tasks.
The activities provide a means to look
at related tasks within the process to improve understanding and communication of the
process.

Information Itemc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/InformationItem
has superclasses
information entity
is in range of
has information itemop
Information items are process products that are of particular interest to life cycle
management. Information items are separately identifiable bodies of information that are
produced and stored for human use during a
system or software life cycle. In other words they are the outputs from and inputs to system
and software life cycle processes and are transformed by these processes.

Process Outcomec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/ProcessOutcome
has subclasses
Process Outputc
Observable result of the successful achievement of the process purpose

Process Outputc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/ProcessOutput
has superclasses
Process Outcomec
Observable result of the successful achievement of the process purpose

Software Lifecycle Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/SoftwareLifecycleProcess
The generic software lifecycle process. It is a specialisation of the Process entity from the
DUL ontology.
ISO:12207: set of interrelated or interacting activities which transforms inputs into outputs

has superclasses
process
is in domain of
has activityop, has information itemop

Taskc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/Task
has superclasses
action

Object Properties
has activity

has information item

has output

has activityop

has task
back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/hasActivity
has superproperties
has component
has domain
Software Lifecycle Processc
has range
activity

has information itemop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/hasInformationItem
has superproperties
has component
has domain
Software Lifecycle Processc
has range
Information Itemc

has outputop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/hasOutput
has superproperties
has outcomeop

has taskop
IRI: http://purl.org/slo/hasTask

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

has superproperties
associated with
has component
has domain
Activityc
has range
task

Data Properties
has Purpose

has Title

has Purposedp

back to ToC or Data Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/hasPurpose
The purpose of the process is stated as a high level, overall goal for performing the process.
In cases where
processes might be thought to overlap, the purpose should be used to characterize the
scope or bounds of the process.
Whenever possible, the purpose should be succinctly captured in a single sentence.

has Titledp

back to ToC or Data Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/hasTitle
The title of a process description is a short noun phrase that presents a descriptive heading
for the process.
The title identifies the principle concern of the process and distinguishes the process from
other processes in
the model.

Namespace Declarations
default namespace
http://purl.org/slo/
dc
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
dul
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/
dulowl
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#
images
http://windermere.aston.ac.uk/~solankm2/ontologies/aligned/images/
owl
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

back to ToC

prov
http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#
rdf
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#
rdfs
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#
xsd
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

This HTML document was obtained by processing the OWL ontology source code through LODE, Live OWL Documentation
Environment, developed by Silvio Peroni.
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Appendix 3: Data Lifecycle Ontology
Original LODE documentation: Data Lifecycle Ontology Documentation
OWL file: Data Lifecycle Ontology OWL
Data set reference and name:
● Name: Data Lifecycle Ontology dataset
● Metadata URI: http://aligned-project.eu/data/dlo_dataid.ttl#dataset
● Homepage: https://w3id.org/dlo
● Publisher: Trinity College Dublin
● Maintainer: Bojan Božić, Kevin C. Feeney, Rob Brennan
Data set description
● Description: The purpose of the Data Lifecycle Ontology is to provide a set of conceptual
entities, agents, activities, and roles to represent the general data engineering process.
Furthermore, it is the basis for deriving specific domain ontologies which represent lifecycles
of concrete data engineering projects such as DBpedia or Seshat.
● Usefulness: The Data Lifecycle Ontology is a useful resource for interlinking data
engineering processes. Users profiting from DLO are domain experts, open data developers,
SMEs and researchers in data science and data engineering.
● Similar data: No known similar datasets found so far.
● Re-use and integration: DLO data can be integrated into other datasets and reused for data
enrichment or mashup purposes.
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up to
date using this metadata.
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
● ODRL license description: http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: DLO is open and free for use.
● Software necessary: DLO needs no additional software to be used. Complementary
visualisations and tools will be provided in the scope of the project.
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Archive: TCD internal repositories.
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Data Lifecycle Ontology
IRI:
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo
Date:
08072015
Current version:
1.0
Authors:
Bojan Božić (bozicb@scss.tcd.ie)
Contributors:
Kevin C. Feeney (kevin.feeney@cs.tcd.ie)
Rob Brennan (rob.brennan@cs.tcd.ie)
Publisher:
Trinity College Dublin
Imported Ontologies:
http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/dc/protegedc.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.w3.org/ns/provo20130430 (visualise it with LODE)
Other visualisation:
Ontology source

Abstract
This ontology provides a description of the data lifecycle for Linked Data.
It captures various processes involved in the lifecycle of data and answeres the following questions:
 What lifecycle stage is a specific dataset or data item currently in?
 What is the next lifecycle stage for a particular data item (workflows)?
 What is the appropriate widget or form to display this data item in for a specific user role, given the data
item’s state (lifecycle stage)?
 What is the context for a specific data item (dataset name/URI/metadata URI, PROV records, …)?
 Which agents, processes, and entities are involved in a lifecycle run?
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Introduction
The purpose of the Data Lifecycle Ontology is to provide a set of conceptual entities, agents, activities, and
roles to represent the general data engineering process. Furthermore, it is the basis for deriving specific
domain ontologies which represent lifecycles of concrete data engineering projects such as DBpedia or
Seshat.
This ontology imports the W3C PROV ontology available at http://www.w3.org/TR/provo/. It also utilises
concepts defined in the LOD2 project available at http://stack.lod2.eu/blog/.

Classes
Authoring Classification Data Architect Data Engineer Data Process Role Data Source
Domain Expert Evolution/Repair Interlinking Process Quality Repository
Search/Browsing/Exploration Storage System Administrator

Authoringc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Authoring
The LOD2 Stack facilitates the authoring of rich semantic knowledge bases, by leveraging Semantic Wiki
technology, the WYSIWYM paradigm (What You See Is What You Mean) and distributed social, semantic
collaboration
and networking techniques.
has superclasses
Processc

Classificationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Classification
Linked Data on the Web is mainly raw instance data. For data integration, fusion, search and many other
applications, however, we need this raw instance data to be classified into taxonomies. In the LOD2 stack,
semiautomatic components for this purpose are included.
has superclasses
Processc

Data Architectc
IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#DataArchitect

back to ToC or Class ToC

A Data Architect is an increasingly important role. It is a natural evolution from Data Analyst and Database
Designer, and reflects the emergence. of Internet Web Sites which need to integrate data from different
unrelated Data Sources.
has superclasses
personc

Data Engineerc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#DataEngineer
Data engineers are the designers, builders and managers of an information infrastructure. They develop the
architecture that helps analyze and process data in the way the organization needs it. And they make sure
those systems are performing smoothly. Data science is a team sport.
has superclasses
personc

Data Process Rolec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#DataProcessRole
A general role class for roles in the data processing lifecycle.
has superclasses
rolec

Data Sourcec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#DataSource
A data source defines where data comes from.
has superclasses
entityc

Domain Expertc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#DomainExpert
A person who is an authority in a particular area or topic. The term domain expert is frequently used in expert
systems software development, and there the term always refers to the domain other than the software
domain.
has superclasses
personc

Evolution/Repairc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Evolution
Data on the Web is dynamic. We need to facilitate the evolution of data while
keeping things stable. Changes and modifications to knowledge bases, vocabularies and ontologies should
be transparent and observable.
The LOD2 Stack comprises methods to spot problems in knowledge bases and to automatically suggest
repair strategies.
has superclasses
Processc

Interlinkingc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Interlinking
Creating and maintaining links in a (semi)automated fashion is still a major challenge and crucial for
establishing coherence and facilitating data integration as outlined in the publishing usage scenario in the
introduction. We seek linking approaches yielding high precision and recall, which configure themselves
automatically or with enduser feedback.
has superclasses
Processc

Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Process
A general class for describing specific steps during the processing of linked data.
has superclasses
activityc
has subclasses
Authoringc, Classificationc, Evolution/Repairc, Interlinkingc, Qualityc, Search/Browsing/Explorationc,
Storagec
is in domain of
consumesop, producesop
is in range of
has stageop, initiatesop, is responsible forop, supportsop

Qualityc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Quality
The quality of content on the Data Web varies, as the quality of content on the document web varies. The
LOD2 Stack comprises techniques for assessing quality based on characteristics such as provenance,
context, coverage or structure. The goal in our application scenarios is
to assess whether data sources for a publisher are
complete, consistent, reliable etc.
has superclasses
Processc

Repositoryc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Repository
A central location in which data is stored and managed.
has superclasses
entityc

Search/Browsing/Explorationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Search
For many users, the Data Web is still invisible below the surface. LOD2 develops search, browsing,
exploration and visualization techniques for different kinds of Linked Data (i.e. spatial, temporal, statistical),
which make the Data Web sensible for real users.
has superclasses

Processc

Storagec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#Storage
Efficient RDF data management techniques fulfilling requirements of global publishers comprise column
store technology, dynamic query optimization, adaptive caching of joins, optimized graph processing and
cluster/cloud
scalability.
has superclasses
Processc

System Administratorc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#SystemAdministrator
A person who is responsible for managing the data engineering system.
has superclasses
personc

Object Properties
consumes
supports

has role

has stage

initiates

is responsible for

consumesop

is supported by

produces

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#consumes
has domain
Processc
has range
entityc
is inverse of
was attributed to

has roleop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#hasRole
has domain
personc
software agentc
has range
rolec

has stageop
IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#hasStage
has range
Processc

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

initiatesop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#initiates
has domain
personc
has range
Processc

is responsible forop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#isResponsibleFor
has domain
personc
has range
Processc

is supported byop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#isSupportedBy
has superproperties
was associated with
is inverse of
supportsop

producesop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#produces
has domain
Processc
has range
entityc

supportsop

back to ToC or Object Property ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#supports
has domain
software agentc
has range
Processc
is inverse of
is supported byop

Annotation Properties
description

has version

issued

modified

descriptionap
IRI: http://purl.org/dc/terms/description

note

publisher

title
back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

has versionap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/terms/hasVersion

issuedap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/terms/issued

modifiedap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/terms/modified

noteap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#note

publisherap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/terms/publisher

titleap

back to ToC or Annotation Property ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/dc/terms/title

Namespace Declarations
default namespace
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#
aboutdcmi
http://purl.org/dc/aboutdcmi#
dc
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
images
https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~bozicb/images/
ns
http://www.w3.org/ns/
ontologies
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/
owl
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
prov
http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#
rdf
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#
rdfs
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#
rfc
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/
skos
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
terms
http://purl.org/dc/terms/

back to ToC

xsd
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

This HTML document was obtained by processing the OWL ontology source code through LODE, Live OWL Documentation Environment, developed by Silvio
Peroni.
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Appendix 4: Software Implementation Process Ontology (SIP)
Original LODE documentation: Software Implementation Process Ontology Documentation
OWL file: Software Implementation Process Ontology OWL
Data set reference and name:
● Name: Software Implementation Process Ontology dataset
● Metadata URI: http://aligned-project.eu/data/sip_dataid.ttl#dataset
● Homepage: http://purl.org/slo/sip/
● Publisher: University of Oxford
● Maintainer: Monika Solanki
Data set description
● Description: The purpose of the Software Implementation Process ontology is to provide a
set of conceptual entities to represent a specified system element implemented as a software
product or service.
This ontology imports the Software Lifecycle Ontology, available at http://purl.org/slo/. It
also utilises concepts defined in the SEON ontologies available at http://www.se-on.org/ and
the Software Ontology available at http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/swo.owl.
● Usefulness: The Software Implementation Process Ontology is a useful resource for
software engineers to describe their software implementation processes and subprocesses.
● Similar data: No known similar datasets found so far.
● Re-use and integration: SIP data can be integrated into other datasets and reused for data
enrichment or mashup purposes.
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up to
date using this metadata.
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
● ODRL license description: http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: SIP is open and free for use.
● Software necessary: SIP needs no additional software to be used. Complementary
visualisations and tools will be provided in the scope of the project.
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Archive: Oxford internal repositories.
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The Software Implementation Process ontology
IRI:
http://purl.org/slo/sip/
Date:
05072015
Current version:
1.0
Authors:
Monika Solanki
Imported Ontologies:
http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/dc/protegedc.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/swo.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://purl.org/slo/ (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl (visualise it with LODE)
http://www.w3.org/ns/provo# (visualise it with LODE)
Other visualisation:
Ontology source
This
vocabulary
is
licensed
under
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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Introduction
The purpose of the Software Implementation Process ontology is to provide a set of conceptual entities to
represent a specified system element implemented as a software product or service.
This ontology imports the Software Lifecycle Ontology (SLO) available at http://purl.org/slo/. It also utilises
concepts defined in the SEON ontologies available at http://www.seon.org/ and the Software ontology (SWO)
available at http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/swo.owl. Agents using this ontology are strongly recommended to
exploit the various terms and relationships defined within SWO and SEON for asserting the requirements of
their implementation processes.

Classes
Software architectural design Software Architectural Design Process Software construction
Software Construction Process Software detailed design Software Detailed Design Process
Software Implementation Process Software implementation strategy Software integration
Software Integration Process Software Qualification Testing Process Software requirements analysis
Software Requirements Analysis Process

Software architectural designc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareArchitecturalDesign
has superclasses
activity

Software Architectural Design Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareArchitecturalDesignProcess
The purpose of Software Requirements Analysis Process is to establish the requirements of the software
elements of the system.
has superclasses
Software Implementation Processc and (has activity some Software architectural designc)

Software constructionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareConstruction
has superclasses
activity

Software Construction Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareConstructionProcess
The purpose of the Software Construction Process is to produce executable software units that properly

reflect the software design.
has superclasses
Software Implementation Processc and (has activity some Software constructionc)

Software detailed designc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareDetailedDesign
has superclasses
activity

Software Detailed Design Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareDetailedDesignProcess
The purpose of the Software Detailed Design Process is to provide a design for the software that implements
and can be verified against the requirements and the software architecture and is sufficiently detailed to
permit coding and testing
has superclasses
Software Implementation Processc and (has activity some Software detailed designc)

Software Implementation Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareImplementationProcess
This process transforms specified behaviour, interfaces and implementation constraints into actions that
create a system element impl
emented as a software product or service, otherwise known as a "software item." This process results in a
software item that satisfies architectural design requirements through verification and stakeholder
requirements through validation.
has superclasses
software lifecycle process and (has activity some Software implementation strategyc)
has subclasses
Software Qualification Testing Processc

Software implementation strategyc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/sip/#SoftwareImplementationStrategy
has superclasses
activity

Software integrationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareIntegration
has superclasses
activity

Software Integration Process c

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareIntegrationProcess
The purpose of the Software Integration Process is to combine the software units and software components,
producing integrated software items, consistent with the software design, that demonstrate that the functional

and nonfunctional software requirements are satisfied on an equivalent or complete operational platform.
has superclasses
Software Implementation Processc and (has activity some Software integrationc)

Software Qualification Testing Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://purl.org/slo/sip/#SoftwareQualificationTestingProcess
has superclasses
Software Implementation Processc
The purpose of the Software Qualification Testing Process is to confirm that the integrated software product
meets its defined requirements.

Software requirements analysisc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareRequirementsAnalysis
has superclasses
activity

Software Requirements Analysis Processc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/SoftwareRequirementsAnalysisProcess
The purpose of Software Requirements Analysis Process is to establish the requirements of the software
elements of the system.
has superclasses
Software Implementation Processc and (has activity some Software requirements analysisc)

Namespace Declarations
default namespace
http://purl.org/slo/sip/
dc
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
dul
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/
images
http://windermere.aston.ac.uk/~solankm2/ontologies/aligned/images/
obo
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/
owl
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
rdf
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#
rdfs
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#
sip
http://www.purl.org/slo/sip/
slo
http://purl.org/slo/
xsd
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

back to ToC
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Appendix 5: E-research in the Social Sciences and Humanities Domain-Specific
Metamodel
Original LODE documentation: ESSHD Ontology Documentation
OWL file: ESSHD Ontology OWL
Data set reference and name:
● Name: E-research in the Social Sciences Ontology dataset
● Metadata URI: http://aligned-project.eu/data/sdo_dataid.ttl#dataset
● Homepage: https://w3id.org/sdo
● Publisher: Trinity College Dublin
● Maintainer: Bojan Božić, Kevin C. Feeney, Rob Brennan
Data set description
● Description: The purpose of the ESSHD Ontology is to provide a set of conceptual entities,
agents, activities, and roles to represent the specific data engineering process for e-research in
the social sciences and humanities. It is derived from the general data lifecycle ontology
which represents lifecycles of linked data.
● Usefulness: The ESSHD Ontology is a useful resource for interlinking data engineering
processes in the respective domain. Users profiting from ESSHD are domain experts, open
data developers, SMEs and researchers in data science and data engineering.
● Similar data: DBpedia provides similar datasets.
● Re-use and integration: ESSHD data can be integrated into other datasets and reused for
data enrichment or mashup purposes.
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up to
date using this metadata.
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
● ODRL license description: http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: ESSHD is open and free for use.
● Software necessary: ESSHD needs no additional software to be used. Complementary
visualisations and tools will be provided in the scope of the project.
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Archive: TCD internal repositories.
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Eresearch in the Social Sciences and Humanities Domain
specific MetaModel
IRI:
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo
Date:
09072015
Current version:
1.0
Authors:
Bojan Božić (bozicb@scss.tcd.ie)
Contributors:
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Abstract
This ontology provides a description of the data lifecycle for eresearch in social sciences and humanities.

Table of Content
1. Introduction
2. Classes
3. Namespace Declarations

Introduction
The purpose of the Eresearch in the Social Sciences and Humanities Domainspecific MetaModel is to
provide a set of concrete entities, agents, activities, and roles to represent the data engineering process. It is
based on the general Data Lifecycle Ontology.
This ontology imports the W3C PROV ontology available at http://www.w3c.org/TR/provo/. It is derived from
the Data Lifecycle Ontology available at http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo.

Classes
Candidate Consumer Creation Data Collection Elaboration Extraction Filtering HTML
Interpretation JStore Merging MetaReport Prefiltering Processor Producer Publishing
Querying Report Revision Updating Web Resource Wiki

Candidatec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Candidate
A dataset which is potentially going to be included into the database.
has superclasses
entity

Consumerc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Consumer
A person or software agent who consumes data from the system.
has superclasses
role

Creationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Creation
Input of new data through a human (e.g. user/domain expert) or machine (e.g. sensor) source.
has superclasses
process

Data Collectionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#DataCollection
Automatic or semiautomatic input of new data (e.g. through a harvester).
has superclasses
process

Elaborationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Elaboration
Addition of new information to already existing data.
has superclasses
process

Extractionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Extraction
Gathering of specific information from structured data sources.
has superclasses
process

Filteringc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Filtering
Selection of specific information out of a large data set or data base.
has superclasses
process

HTMLc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#HTML
An HTML resource (e.g. a Website).
has superclasses
entity

Interpretationc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Interpretation
The way a dataset is actually saved into the system (also includes the format).
has superclasses
entity

JStorec
IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#JStore
jQuery based clientside storage management.

back to ToC or Class ToC

has superclasses
entity

Mergingc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Merging
Putting data from different sources and/or from spanning different but overlapping knowledge together.
has superclasses
process

MetaReportc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#MetaReport
Data about a certain report.
has superclasses
entity

Prefilteringc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Prefiltering
Preparation for filtering in the case the data set is too big to be filtered in one single step.
has superclasses
process

Processorc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Processor
A person or software agent who changes data in the system.
has superclasses
role

Producerc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Producer
A person or software agent who produces new data and provides them to the system.
has superclasses
role

Publishingc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Publishing
Publishing of data on the Web in a structured format.
has superclasses
process

Queryingc
IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Querying

back to ToC or Class ToC

Sending queries to a database and retrieving results based on the query criteria.
has superclasses
process

Reportc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Report
A dataset actually included into the database.
has superclasses
entity

Revisionc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Revision
Improvement of quality of data through a user.
has superclasses
process

Updatingc

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Updating
Adding new information or modifying existing data.
has superclasses
process

Web Resourcec

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#WebResource
A general resource that can be identified by a URL and is located on the Web.
has superclasses
entity

Wikic

back to ToC or Class ToC

IRI: http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#Wiki
A wiki page providing data which can be used as input.
has superclasses
entity

Namespace Declarations
default namespace
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/sdo#
dc
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
dlo
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/dlo#
images

back to ToC

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~bozicb/images/
ns
http://www.w3.org/ns/
ontologies
http://alignedproject.eu/ontologies/
owl
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
prov
http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#
rdf
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdfsyntaxns#
rdfs
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#
terms
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
w3idorg
https://w3id.org/
xsd
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

This HTML document was obtained by processing the OWL ontology source code through LODE, Live OWL Documentation Environment, developed by Silvio
Peroni.
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Appendix 6: Metamodel Publishing Process and Infrastructure
In this section we define the ALIGNED metamodel publishing process and infrastructure used. This
is to support structured, collective development of the metamodel with a diversity of tools while
maintaining quality and clarity of roles.
The metamodel is developed as a set of self-documenting RDF vocabularies that are suitable for
consumption by the LODE tool10 and that conform to the ALIGNED dataset metadata specification
in our Data Management Plan (D7.2). The canonical development source for change-controlled
ALIGNED metamodel vocabularies is a public Github repository (available online at
https://github.com/aligned-h2020/ALIGNED_Ontologies). The canonical publishing location for
metamodel vocabularies, documentation, metadata and linked data is on the ALIGNED project
website11. The development and publishing process used is illustrated as a flow-chart in figure 7.1
and each step is explained below.

Create/Edit
Ontology

Protege,
XTurtle or
other tool

Validation

Errors present

No Errors present

Create/Increment
Semantic Versioning

http://semver.org/

Store in ALIGNED
Github

Update online
ontology
catalogues
Generate
documentation
using LODE

Generate metadata
documentation

Deploy PURL
mappings

Deploy
Vocabularies

Figure 7.1: ALIGNED Metamodel Vocabulary Publishing Process

10
11

http://www.essepuntato.it/lode
http://www.aligned-project.eu/vocabularies
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Create/Edit Ontology (or Vocabulary): A local copy of the vocabulary is edited. We place no
restriction on the tools to be used to edit the vocabulary but instead define a set of validation rules
that must be passed by all ontologies.
Validation: The vocabulary file is checked for conformance to the LODE RDF profile, the
ALIGNED data management metadata and valid RDF by the Dacura Schema Validation service
and/or RDFUnit. If validation fails then the vocabulary is re-edited until it passes.
Create/Increment Semantic Versioning: A new version number is created for the vocabulary
according to the semantics of semver.org.
Store in ALIGNED Github: The new validated and versioned vocabulary is committed to the
ALIGNED Github repository: https://github.com/aligned-h2020/ALIGNED_Ontologies
Generate Documentation: The LODE tool is used to generate HTML documentation for the
vocabulary.
Generate Metadata Documentation: The dmp script12 is used to generate HTML metadata
descriptions of the vocabulary.
Deploy PURL Mappings: Any new or updated PURLs for the vocabulary are deployed on the
PURL servers and on TCD server (aligned-external.scss.tcd.ie)
Deploy vocabularies: The vocabulary RDF file(s), HTML documentation and vocabulary metadata
documentation are copied onto www.aligned-project.eu/data
Update Ontology Catalogues: Online ontology catalogues such as Data Hub13 are updated to reflect
the latest version of the vocabulary.

12
13

https://github.com/dbpedia/dataid/tree/master/dmp
http://datahub.io/
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